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The State of Master
Data Management:

Are
organizations
leading or
lagging?

It’s no secret that we at Stibo Systems are more than
somewhat interested in Master Data Management.
Luckily, we’re not alone. Organizations are increasingly realizing
the power of master data and today MDM is widely accepted
as a strategic, valuable, and practically indispensable business
tool, implemented to various degrees and in different forms within
companies across industries and regions.
But we wanted to know just a little bit more about the state of
organizations’ MDM capabilities as well as offer them a chance to
know how they’re doing, benchmarked against others.
During 2016, we ran an online Master Data Management
Benchmark Assessment in collaboration with Aberdeen, a leading
technology research company. The assessment was prepared
by Michael Lock, Vice President and Principal Analyst of the
Aberdeen Group.
In this eBook, we present some of the results of the assessment,
along with some possible explanations and deeper insights.
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Data silos and poor data quality
are driving data management initiatives
When asked about what drives the data management initiatives in their
organizations, two factors came out as clear top pressures, as 65 percent
pointed to the “difficulty of accessing data from different areas of the business
(i.e., data silos)” and 62 percent to the fact that “poor quality data is impacting
too many critical decisions.”

Organizational MDM drivers
What are the top pressures driving data management initiatives in organizations?
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As such, it is no surprise that, despite the fact that many
organizations have (good) data management initiatives and systems
in place, many still experience problems with systems that don’t
‘talk’ to each other, causing the data silos, where critical data resides
in separate systems or departments. Usually, this occurs when
organizations implement domain specific data solutions, for example
one for product data, another for customer data - and in the process,
they forget, or fail to prioritize, the integration of the solutions,
preventing the organization from taking full advantage of its data
management investments.
However, we see it as a positive that breaking down data silos is the
number one data management driver. It indicates that organizations
are realizing MDM’s positive effects on this particular problem, such
as significantly improved workflows and other streamlined processes.
The second top driver - “poor quality data is impacting too
many critical decisions” - is very likely a direct consequence of
organizations’ struggles with becoming data-driven. Important
business decisions are no longer made based on gut feeling, but on
hard facts: Data. Organizations are increasingly realizing that in order
to make the correct decisions, the foundation they base them on
must also be correct. Master data may be the organizations’ most
important data and, of course, they play a key role in decision making
processes. Again, we see it as positive that companies are realizing
the beneficial effects of MDM on decision-making and on fueling data
management initiatives.
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Only 13 percent of organizations are good
or very good at organizing and locating data
When asked about their organizations’ abilities to organize and locate data, almost half
of the respondents - 45 percent - rated their organization’s ability as low or very low.
42 percent rated their organization’s ability to organize and locate data as average,
while only 13 percent stated their ability to be high or very high.

How are the respondents’ ability to organize and locate data? (1: low, 5: high)
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It’s not that shocking that a relatively large
proportion of companies assess their ability
to organize and locate their data as below
average. One could argue, that it’s a natural
extension of the top main driver for data
management we presented in the previous
graph, namely “difficulty of accessing data
from different areas of the business (i.e., data
silos)”, and the causes can also be attributed
to the same explanation as earlier.
It is a bit worrying though that many
companies still face challenges in organizing
and locating data. Although the survey does
not indicate the types of data respondents
are having trouble organizing and locating,
organizational data of various types are today
the foundation of many businesses and
support decision making processes.
However, it is positive that 55 percent assess
their ability as average and above average and
we see it as a sign that it is a mounting priority
in many companies.
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Data Governance Remains a
Huge Organizational Challenge
When asked about their organizations’ ability to govern data and maintain its
quality, 46 percent of the respondents rated it as low or very low.
30 percent of the respondents rated their organization’s ability to govern data
and maintain its quality as average, while 24 percent stated their ability as high
or very high.

How are the respondents’ ability to govern data and maintain its quality? (1: low, 5: high)
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It’s not a huge surprise that almost half of the
respondents are challenged by a low or very
low data governance ability. Data Governance
is traditionally somewhat difficult to sell to top
management, and the lack of involvement
from C-level is often the reason why
organizations have either failed to implement
data governance policies and processes or
have tried implementing them, without getting
the desired results. But without a strong and
organization-wide data governance framework
it is practically impossible to maintain a high
data quality level.
On the contrary, it is very positive that
24 percent rate their data governance ability
as high or very high, showcasing that data
governance is highly prioritized in a significant
amount of organizations.
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One in five organizations don’t have any
MDM technologies or skill sets in place
When asked about the robustness of their organization’s capabilities, 21 percent stated that
their organization doesn’t have any MDM technologies or skill sets in place.
30 percent responded that some data management skills were in place, but a formal MDM strategy
was lacking.
10 percent had a “formal MDM solution in place for a single data domain”, while 16 percent had
“multiple MDM solutions in place to handle multiple data domains individually.”
Almost one in four organizations, 23 percent, had a “single MDM solution handling multiple data
domains simultaneously.”

How strong are the respondents’ MDM capabilities?
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We’re not really surprised that 77 percent
of the respondents don’t have a single MDM
solution handling all their domains, as this is
still not standard for most companies. On the
contrary, it is rather typical to implement solutions
one domain at a time, by either expanding the
software already used for other domains, or
by selecting new types of solutions for new
domains. At this point in time, many companies
still haven’t reached the point where all domains
are gathered in one system.
However, in our experience, most companies,
that do not have one MDM solution to centrally
manage all their data or at least link the systems
to each other, do to a greater or lesser extent
have challenges organizing, locating, using, or
sharing their master data. The general rule of
thumb is that the less MDM technology and
skills organizations have, the worse the state of
their MDM capabilities, but it’s also worth noting
that with the rising amount of different systems
implemented, the harder it becomes to connect
those systems and thus avoid data silos.
What is surprising is that 21 percent – more
than a fifth – of the respondents, stated that
they don’t have any MDM technology or skill
sets implemented at all. Considering the overall
establishment of MDM as a foundational part of
any enterprise infrastructure, we find it strange
that a relatively large number of respondents
don’t have any MDM capabilities at all.
An explanation may be that some of these
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respondents come from small businesses
who are still able to cope with their data
in home-built spreadsheets and other
types of isolated systems, which could
potentially be very problematic because
these organizations will face major difficulties
if and when they grow, since their data
framework is not geared to handle the
escalation. Another explanation may be that
respondents simply do not realize that MDM
initiatives have been implemented in other
organization departments or regions. This is
also problematic as it demonstrates isolated
solutions that are not fully integrated into the
company’s infrastructure and not
well-communicated.
For the same reason, it’s also a bit
concerning that 16 percent of organizations
have “multiple MDM solutions in place to
handle multiple data domains individually,” as
this setup is not the most optimal in terms of
getting the full value from the master data,
and the ability to organize and locate data.
On the contrary, almost one in four
organizations (23%) have a “single MDM
solution handling multiple data domains
simultaneously”, indicating that a quite
significant number of organizations have
realized the benefits of implementing holistic,
multidomain solutions.
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42% are lagging behind their competitors
After answering a number of questions, the respondents’ replies
were assessed against each other’s, giving each respondent a score,
placing them in one of three categories: laggards (42%), industry
average (52%), or best-in-class (6%)

How are the respondents’ MDM initiatives stacking up against each other?
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It’s noteworthy that only 6 percent of the
organizations come out as “Best-in-Class”, which
demonstrates that the remaining 94 percent have
some work to do if they want to move up the scale.
One can say, that there’s a discrepancy between
the 6 percent Best-in-Class and 23 percent having
a single MDM solution, handling multiple domains.
In the perfect world, the 23 percent would
automatically be Best-in-Class.
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So why are they not?
Having the actual system in place does not necessarily
mean that MDM is well-implemented and well-integrated
within the organization. In order to achieve successful
and value-adding MDM, the mindset must also be
integrated at all levels of the company, from business
users to top-level. If not, data governance abilities will
automatically drop.
Also, this assessment doesn’t say anything about which
data domains and how many, the “single MDM solution”
is handling, just that it’s “multiple” and hence there’s a
risk that some of the ‘big’ domains are not included.
One could imagine a setup where product and supplier
data is combined in a solution, but customer data is
in another, hindering the benefits of a ‘omni-domain’
solution.
It is rather worrying that 42 percent of the respondent
organizations are classified as “Laggards”. They simply
risk being outdone by the companies that do manage to
extract as much value as possible from their data. They
have a lot of work to do if they want to avoid falling too
far behind in the digital enterprise race, where data holds
the role as one of the primary drivers.

About the survey
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Methodology
During 2016, we hosted an online Master Data
Management benchmark assessment, prepared by
Michael Lock, Vice President and Principal Analyst
of the Aberdeen Group. 66 respondents took the full
assessment. They represent organizations of differing
sizes, from various industries and regions, including
US, EMEA, and Asia Pacific.
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